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A

Greener

Shade of

Red

A wave of green is rolling over universities and colleges. Recognizing their impact on the environment, and its social and economic consequences, institutions of higher learning are striving to become
more sustainable. In many instances, these changes are inspired by students, gardeners, energy managers,
purchasing agents, and recycling directors. The results of these efforts reduce the university ecological
footprint and have broad benefits such as reducing operating costs and improving the quality of services.
Moreover, these efforts encourage unprecedented collaboration among students, staff, faculty, and the
greater community.
Led by students, administrators, teachers, and staff, efforts toward a greener Western Kentucky
University are taking place all over our campus; however, WKU has only just begun to consider the extraordinary possibilities for a more sustainable university. Sustainability cannot be considered an endpoint, rather, it is guiding principle by which decisions and plans are made and actions followed. The
greening of WKU is perhaps the most exciting and important endeavor upon which our university has
ever embarked. Never has there been so much to be gained - or so much to lose. At issue is not our ability to meet this challenge, but our will. The following pages clearly show that we have the spirit.
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“It is the duty of every American
to plant more, produce more,
save more, and give more.”
-Dr. Henry Hardin Cherry,

WKU founder
and first President.
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In Spring 2007, President Ransdell signed the Talloires Declaration, showing his commitment to creating a more sustainable WKU. The Association of University Leaders for a Sustainable Future is the
Secretariat for signatories of the Talloires.
It aims to support sustainability as a critical
focus of teaching, research, operations and
outreach at colleges and universities worldwide through publications, research, and
assessment.

To coordinate many of the initiatives described in this report, and to promote further advancement of sustainability at WKU, alumna Christian RyanDowning was hired as WKU’s first Sustainability Coordinator in Spring 2008. Ryan-Downing’s efforts will focus
on helping to identify and develop opportunities to reduce the University’s environmental footprint and operational costs through campus initiatives that reduce
waste and use energy, water, and other resources more
efficiently. She will work with students, faculty and staff
at WKU to integrate sustainability principles and practices into the University’s operations and culture.
The creation of a sustainability coordinator
position illustrates WKU’s commitment to sustainability.
The WKU Sustainability Coordinator position is located
in Campus Operations; however Ryan-Downing will
work with all sectors of the University to encourage
collaborative efforts toward campus sustainability. Additionally, she will work to build connections between
campus and regional efforts, promoting partnerships
with the greater community and increasing public
awareness of the University’s sustainability efforts.

What is the Talloires?
“Composed in 1990 at an international conference in Talloires, France, this is
the first official statement made by university
administrators of a commitment to environmental sustainability in higher education.
The Talloires Declaration (TD) is a ten-point
action plan for incorporating sustainability
and environmental literacy in teaching, research, operations and outreach at colleges
and universities. It has been signed by over
350 university presidents and chancellors in
over 40 countries.”
A copy of the Talloires Declaration can be
found at the end of this report. [page 28]

GreenToppers was founded as
a student organization in January 2007
and in a very short time, has reached
some major milestones. GreenToppers
organized the First and Second Annual
WKU Earth Day Festivals, sponsored
recycling and resource conservation
awareness projects, hosted an Eco-flix
film series, partnered with other campus
organizations to promote “Focus the Nation” national climate change teach-in,
and undertook many other projects.

The GreenToppers also created
WKU’s Declaration for Campus Sustainability and presented the document to
President Ransdell and Provost Burch.
Other GreenToppers initiatives are mentioned throughout this report.

Ryan-Downing graduated from WKU in December 2007 with a Master of Science. Her graduate
research focused on sustainability at WKU, and she
was a co-founder and President of the student organization, GreenToppers. During and following graduate
school, she worked for WKU’s Center for Math, Science, and Environmental Education, and for Facilities
Management, helping to improve the campus recycling
program.
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Building Design
Western Kentucky University‟s Planning, Design, and Construction Department
provides planning, design, and construction services for all maintenance, renovation and
construction projects at WKU. The 2007-2008 Planning, Design, and Construction Strategic
Plan includes sustainability initiatives such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) familiarization training for all staff and collaborating with the greater campus
community to develop a campus wide sustainability program. Presently, WKU Planning,
Design, and Construction is working through the design phase of WKU‟s first LEED building, which is described on the next page.
Incorporating energy saving measures such as ambient lighting, efficient lighting
ballasts, and remote or occupancy sensor lighting, heating, and cooling into the initial design
and construction phase ensures realization of immediate benefits of such measures, avoids
costly retrofitting projects, and is the least expensive point to introduce these measures and
gain maximum benefit. Operations and maintenance provide opportunities for conservation
measures such as remote controlled heating and cooling, load shedding during periods when
buildings are underutilized, and replacement upgrades with more efficient appliances and
systems components, resulting in ongoing benefits long after individual students, faculty or
staff have left the campus.

Western Kentucky University is a
member of the U.S. Green Building
Council (USGBC), allowing the university to take advantage of discounts, networking opportunities,
industry resources and educational
sessions, and other green building
programs.
U.S. Green Building Council
The USGBC mission is “to transform
the way buildings and communities are
designed, built and operated, enabling
an environmentally and socially responsible, healthy, and prosperous environment that improves the quality of life.”
The U.S. Green Building Council is a
non-profit organization committed to
expanding sustainable building practices: structures that are environmentally responsible, profitable, and healthy
places to live and work. USGBC is dedicated to expanding green building practices and education, and its LEED
Green Building Rating System.
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The College of Education LEED building

Western Kentucky University is designing its first LEED building - the new College of Education and Behavioral Sciences.
Construction is scheduled to begin this fall with completion by December 2010, and will be Kentucky‟s first large-scale LEEDcertified building on a university campus. The three-story, 119,000-square foot building will include administrative and faculty offices,
classrooms, conference areas, an auditorium, a media resource center, psychology research laboratories and clinic spaces. About 250
employees will work in the new building. The college‟s academic programs serve about 3,000 students which boasts the largest undergraduate program, teacher education, and the third largest major, psychology.
Green features of the new building include energy conservation and efficiency measures such as occupancy sensors for lighting, individual room temperature control, and more efficient ventilation that will improve air quality. Water saving features include
low-flow fixtures in bathrooms and landscaping that requires minimal irrigation. Building materials will be purchased from regional
sources and will be manufactured from renewable or recycled content when possible and will also be low in volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions, improving indoor air quality.

Research has shown that indoor environments can have significant physical and psychological impacts on building occupants.
Studies have shown that a comfortable, healthy employee is more productive. Also, in healthy, comfortable schools students attain
higher test scores. Green building occupants also report reduced absenteeism and higher job satisfaction.

The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System is
a voluntary, consensus-based national rating system for developing high-performance, sustainable buildings. LEED addresses all building types and emphasizes state-of-the-art strategies in
five areas: sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials and resources selection, and indoor environmental quality.
*The annual U.S. market in green building products and services was more than $7 billion in
2005, $12 billion in 2007 and is projected to increase to $60 billion by 2010.—USGBC
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Green Cleaning
Eco-friendly Cleaning
WKU‟s Department of Facilities Management Building Services focuses on sustainable cleaning products and methods.
Building Service Attendants use Green Seal® certified general purpose cleaner and glass cleaner, and are testing other green cleaners
such as wax and stripper. As additional green cleaning supplies are proven to work satisfactorily, they will be integrated. 3M® cleaning supplies are concentrated “twist and fill” resulting in less waste and less packaging. Packaging is recyclable plastic. Hand soap
in campus restrooms is Green Seal-certified, and restroom paper products are made with recycled paper content.
Cleaning equipment can be sustainable too. WKU Facilities Management recently purchased a Clarke Boost Floor Scrubbing Machine, which uses 50% to 70% less water and chemicals than traditional machines, and the scrubber pads last much longer.
Other green cleaning equipment is being tested.
Green cleaning products are healthier for the planet, and healthier for people using them and building occupants. These
cleaners are made with plant-based cleaning agents and contain no dangerous chemicals. BSAs report that they like the green cleaning products because they are much safer and do not cause injury or illness, such as skin burns or headaches from odors, as conventional cleaners might.

For on-campus residents, eco-friendly products are also available in the Bate Shop at Bates-Runner
Hall. The convenience shop offers Seventh Generation TM paper and cleaning products.

Green Seal
Green Seal product evaluations are conducted using a life-cycle approach to ensure that all significant
environmental impacts of a product are considered, from raw materials extraction through manufacturing to use and disposal. Wherever possible, Green Seal standards cite international test methods for
evaluating product performance or environmental attributes such as toxicity, and its procedures conform
to international standards for eco-labeling. In developing environmental standards and certifying products, Green Seal follows the Guiding Principles and Procedures for Type I Environmental Labeling
adopted by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 14024).
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Energy
At WKU energy is primarily used for heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting.
Energy is generated from non-renewable fossil fuels; coal is used to produce steam for
heat, and purchased electricity. WKU‟s Department of Facilities Management Energy
Management team has achieved an impressive feat: in the 2007/2008 fiscal year, energy
consumption decreased, despite campus growth in size and population! Although overall
energy use has not grown, energy prices are increasing dramatically, making energy efficiency and conservation an urgent concern. The energy budget for the current year is
$7,247,305 and includes cost of electricity, natural gas and coal. Maintaining the energy
budget and reducing our carbon footprint will depend on the actions of every campus
community member. We can all help to conserve through simple actions and choices
every day.

KWH
Cost

Energy Policy
Western Kentucky University is implementing an energy efficiency and conservation policy which provides guidelines for such measures as building temperature setbacks, efficient lighting, and demand-side management such as turning off lights and computers and purchasing energy-efficient appliances and electronics.
The completed Energy Policy will be posted on the Energy Management web
page, along with tips for energy conservation, an energy hotline for questions and suggestions, and other campus energy information.

Energy Savings Performance Contract
This year, Western Kentucky University is planning to initiate an Energy Savings
Performance Contract (ESPC), including a detailed energy study by an Energy Service
Company (ESCO), to evaluate all campus energy and water systems and recommend capital improvement services, upgrades, modifications, and other improvements to provide the
greatest possible energy, water, and operations and maintenance savings. The services and
capital improvements are provided and financed under the contract, which is funded by a
low interest loan, guaranteed by energy savings that will result from performance changes.
An Energy Performance Contract can generate substantial energy and water resource conservation and savings for the University.
Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008

Average annual energy consumption for each campus community member is 4,139 kWh of electricity, 527 pounds of coal and
3,600 cf of natural gas, totaling
more than 22 million BTUs, costing $317 and emitting 3.34 metric
tons of greenhouse gases. Additionally, each campus community
member uses 14,244 gallons of
water and produces 248 pounds of
solid waste every year.
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Energy Continued...
VendingMiser Pilot Program
One small change that could realize big savings is VendingMisers on WKU‟s campus. One hundred thirty cooled soft drink
vending machines represent inconspicuous energy draws. Auxiliary Services purchased five VendingMisers for a pilot program to be
conducted by engineering student Matthew Crumpler. The Misers will be placed on vending machines in different locations to determine whether they affect card-sliders, product quality, or sales volume. It is projected that if a VendingMiser unit were placed on
each machine at $179.00 per unit, (installation time of 10 minutes), WKU‟s investment would total about $23,500. Once in place,
the devices would generate savings of 46% in kWh and cost of operation, within a payoff period of less than 18 months. In five
years, savings on all machines would total nearly $84,000.

Conservation Campaigns
Reduce Your Use!
In October 2007, WKU GreenToppers and WKU Housing and Residence Life co-sponsored the first Reduce Your Use!
resource conservation competition. The competing halls were twin buildings that could be easily compared for energy and water
use. Weekly usage, measured in Kilowatt hours, was displayed on posters in the halls‟ lobbies. Each Resident Assistant made Reduce Your Use! bulletin boards for each floor and wore Reduce Your Use! t-shirts displaying tips on reducing energy and water
consumption. Energy offsets could be earned by recycling paper, plastic, and aluminum. The winning hall received a Nintendo Wii
(on which they set defaults to energy efficiency) and a trophy made by a WKU art student from recycled materials. Next October,
the competition will be bigger and better, with all Residence Halls competing for bragging rights as 2008‟s most resourceconserving residence hall!
Campus Conservation
In Fall 2008, a campus energy conservation campaign will be launched. The campaign will include an energy conservation
awareness poster series, a new and improved Energy Management web site, an energy hotline where campus community members
can ask questions and make suggestions about energy conservation, and student “Green Teams” who will give campus offices and
classrooms energy saving makeovers!
Kentucky Energy Efficiency Program for Schools (KEEPS)
In 2007-2008 WKU participated in the pilot KEEPS program. KEEPS, funded by the Kentucky Governor’s Office of Energy Policy and administered by the Kentucky Pollution Prevention Center, was designed to help Kentucky school districts and higher education institutions reduce energy consumption.
Acceptance to the program was determined by level of commitment to improving energy management.
Participants were provided with tools, curriculum, training, and coaching via the KEEPS Energy Management and Training System, which is based on the EPA Energy Star program. Five school districts, one
independent school, and three colleges/universities participated in the pilot membership. The institutions
of higher learning include: Kentucky State University, Thomas Moore College, and WKU. WKU was
awarded an ―Outstanding Achievement Award‖ at the Governor’s Energy Conference in October of
2007. The Energy Management team received the award largely for their detailed illustrations of campus
energy use data for public viewing on the Energy Management web site.
Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008
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Solar at the ALIVE Center
On January 30, 2008, a small commercial grid-intertied „Generation Partners‟
solar photovoltaic (PV) system was completed at the WKU ALIVE Center for Community Partnerships. The system is a community milestone, being the first installation of its
type in Bowling Green and the first local participant of the Tennessee Valley Authority‟s
Green Power Switch Generation Partners program. Nancy Givens, Instructional Coordinator at WKU‟s Faculty Center for Excellence in Teaching, worked with Bowling Green
Municipal Utilities (BGMU) to initiate the green power buy-back program, laying the
groundwork for future local generators of solar or wind power.
The system, which will serve as a community demonstration and WKU research project,
is comprised of twelve 165 watt modules from Sharp manufacturers, for a total of
1980W. For a fully exposed site, capacity is about 6.5 kWhs per day, or 2400 kWhs per
year, offsetting 2400-lbs of coal and about 6300-lbs of greenhouse gases. The TVA/
BGMU "Generation Partners" program purchases 100% of electricity produced at 15
cents per kWh, or almost twice what is paid to TVA for electricity used.

Photovoltaic collectors

As of Aug. 19, 2008, the installation has generated 1,407.55 kWh electricity and $658.03
in savings for the University. It has also produced a CO2 reduction of 985.29 kg. The
cummulative real time data can be viewed online at www.sunnyportal.com under Publicly viewable plants (enter '42101' for zip code or 'bowling green' for city and filter).
The installation is a collaborative project of the WKU ALIVE Center and Department of
Facilities Management, BGGreen Partnership for a Sustainable Community, Bowling
Green Municipal Utilities and Tennessee Valley Authority. The system was installed by
Sunbelievable Services of Berea, KY. Funds for the installation were provided by the
WKU Ogden College of Science and Engineering Dean' s Office. The solar panels were
provided by Kaveh Khatir, Associate Professor of Architecture and Manufacturing Sciences, who used them in previous research applications at WKU.

Inverter datalog panel

WKU ALIVE Center

Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008

Nancy Givens and Kaveh Khatir

Solar Panels on the WKU ALIVE Center for Community
Partnerships
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Reduce Your Use! bulletin board.

“Sustainable

development is development
that meets the needs of
the present without
compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own
needs.”
-World Commission on Environment &
Development, Brundtland Report, 1987
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Land and Water
According to the 2006 WKU Fact Book, the number one reason given by incoming students for choosing WKU was our attractive campus. The WKU campus proper is 196 acres, including 64 buildings and approximately 40 parking lots. Buildings cover about 28 acres; parking
lots, drives and sidewalks cover about 54 acres; and turf or vegetation covers the remaining 114
acres. That means about 58% of the WKU campus is permeable surface (turf and gardens) and
42% is impermeable (parking lots, sidewalks, roads, and rooftops), but with construction and
expansion constantly in progress, these numbers are not static. WKU‟s main campus is surrounded by well established neighborhoods and major streets and thoroughfares. Space is constrained and our largest land space challenge is parking.

College Heights Boulevard

Campus Grounds
The 114 acres of green space on the WKU main campus is comprised of
turf, gardens, and tree canopy. It is managed by Department of Facilities Management Campus Grounds Manager Greg Fear. Sustainable practices being worked into
grounds-keeping and gardening ensure that the green space on the WKU campus is
truly green. Organic fertilizer is used on the turf, and under the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) plan, pesticides are used sparingly with minimal, as-needed application and spot spraying. Treated areas are posted with signs. In 2008, the IPM will be
expanded to include Best Management Practices for indoor pest control including eco
-friendly pest control products.
Over the past 5 to 7 years, more than 750 trees have been planted on the
WKU campus; however, 300 to 400 trees were lost to the drought of 2007 and aggressive construction occurring all over campus. Every tree lost is replaced - most
often by two or three new trees.

Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008

During the summers of 2007 and
2008, drought relief for young trees
was provided by Ooze Tubes™ which
release 50 gallons of water over a three
day period.
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The WKU Gardens
WKU‟s Gardens are managed by Gardeners Cristin Lanham and Jim Button with a crew of student employees responsible
for preparation, installation, and maintenance. The budget of approximately $25,000 per year covers purchase of plants, mulch and
fertilizer. The gardeners try to use low-maintenance, high-profile plants including favorite annuals such as lantana, petunias and
sweet potato vine. Each year, part of the budget is invested in perennials, and the gardeners blend flora that have proven to work
well with new varieties.
The Garden Crew has created several theme gardens such as
habitat gardens for butterflies and hummingbirds. According to Lanham,
the Butterfly Garden is really an “all bugs” garden because all pesticides
are banned from habitat gardens. It was planted at the request of biology
faculty member, Albert Meier, who donated funds and uses it as a learning garden. The Biology Department, Tri-Beta biology student club and
DFM also funded the project. The Hummingbird Garden, near Weatherby Administration Building, was created with the personal support of
Ann Mead, the Vice President for Finance and Administration, who donated funds to buy plants. Next to Downing University Center the gardeners created an herb garden for use by the Fresh Foods Chefs and anyone who cares to pick fresh herbs, funded by WKU Restaurant & Catering. A Songbird Garden has been requested and will feature berry bearing plants and shrubs to attract birds.
The gardeners also have ideas for additional gardens and more
sustainable gardening methods. Lanham lists several changes she would
WKU Herb Garden
like to make toward sustainability, including capturing rainwater and
stormwater for irrigation, and devoting more lawn area to garden space.
During seven years of gardening at WKU, Lanham has observed changes in species tolerance. She notes that annuals such
as lantanas and gladiolus are becoming perennials in the milder winters, and that some native Kentucky species, including many
trees (160 total) did not survive the heat and drought conditions of summer 2007.

The Upper Green River Biological Preserve
The Upper Green River Biological Preserve in Hart County, currently comprised of 800
acres, was initiated by a 671-acre purchase made by WKU in 2003 and 2004, with funding support from the Kentucky Heritage Land Conservation Fund Board. The Preserve is overseen by codirectors Ouida Meier, Albert Meier, and Scott Grubbs, whose restoration and management goals
for the Preserve provide endless educational opportunities and experiences for WKU students.
Student employees and volunteers work on such projects as trash and debris removal, native grass
and riparian restoration, and invasive species removal. The Preserve serves as an outdoor classroom for Biology, Archaeology, and Folk Studies classes where students participate in water quality monitoring, cave mapping, biological inventories, and ecological research projects. Several
graduate research theses in Biology, Folk Studies, and Geology disciplines are being conducted at
the Preserve . During 2006-2007 fiscal year, 1,303 person-days at the Preserve were documented
on plantings, cleanup, restoration, and other projects by WKU faculty, staff, students, and guests.
Besides the opportunity the Upper Green River Biological Preserve offers to students,
the restoration and conservation management significantly improves the ecological integrity of the
resource, thereby benefiting surrounding landowners and citizens and helping to protect and preserve species and habitats within Mammoth Cave National Park and the larger Green River watershed. In the Green River Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP), Western Kentucky University Center for Biodiversity partners with other organizations and local landowners to
restore riparian buffer zones and reforest cleared pasture lands within the Green River watershed.
Preserved land and re-establishment of tree cover and riparian buffer zones are also considered
carbon offsets and contribute to campus efforts toward climate neutrality.
Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008
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Recycling
The Department of Facilities Management Recycling Program, overseen by a partnership of the campus grounds manager and the campus sustainability coordinator, is largely run by student employees who pick up and process recyclables and work
on education and awareness through a recycling web site and high visibility projects and initiatives. In 2007, WKU recycled
129,024 pounds of cardboard, 36,600 pounds of office paper, and 17,417 pounds of newspaper. This increase of 10% over 2006
is directly attributable to the WKU Recycling Crew‟s efforts to increase awareness in the campus community.
Still, a dumpster inventory indicates that only 4% of WKU‟s solid waste is being diverted from the landfill. Because one
of the largest barriers to increased recycling is lack of funding for recycling bins, WKU Recycling has been very creative in finding ways to expand the recycling program, including partnerships and special events like those described below. One of WKU
Recycling‟s goals is to concentrate on reducing waste at the source through responsible purchasing and conservative use of paper
and other such items.










In August 2007, WKU Recycling partnered with
GreenToppers on a move-in cardboard recycling
drive which resulted in diversion of over 7000
pounds of cardboard from dumpsters
during MASTER Plan move-in weekend.
In September 2007, WKU Recycling launched a
recycling web site describing the program services:
https://www.wku.edu/recycling
In September 2007 WKU Recycling established an
email address enabling the campus
community to easily contact the recycling crew
with inquiries, comments, and special requests.
Upon establishment of the email address, WKU
Recycling adopted a “rapid response” policy
under which they strive to respond to special requests within 48 hours.
In October 2007 WKU Recycling partnered with students and staff at the Gatton Academy of Math and Science to establish
a pilot program of multi-material recycling. Each partner contributed 50% of the cost of eight multi-material bins for each
common area. Student volunteers bring the recyclables to the multi-sectioned Big Red Bin at the Service and Supply parking
lot.
In October 2007, Political Science Senior Seminar student volunteers performed a dumpster audit for WKU Recycling. The
“Garbology” project took place in a highly visible area and was recorded and photographed for a webcast. Students wore
protective gear and inventoried the contents of the dumpster to measure percentages of recyclable material that had been
thrown away. Thirty-four percent of the dumpster’s contents were easily recyclable, consisting mostly of paper, plastic,
and cardboard.

Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008
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Recycling Continued...



In September 2007, WKU Recycling proposed a partnership
with Student Government Association to provide recycling
opportunities for the greater campus community. SGA
agreed to contribute $7000 to the purchase of a multisectioned recycling bin. The bin arrived in April 2008 and
is now in place in the Service and Supply parking lot to collect paper, plastic, and glass. The bin is used by the community and by the WKU Recycling Crew, eliminating trips to
Southern Recycling and improving overall efficiency.



In March 2008, WKU Recycling entered a partnership
with Housing and Residence Life to begin recycling plastic in Residence Halls. HRL purchased collection bins for
all buildings and WKU Recycling provides a weekly pickup. During spring 2008 semester, approximately 600 pounds
of plastic were recycled.



In January 2008, Auxiliary Services purchased a cardboard compactor to increase efficiency and revenue of
Garbology: of 880 lbs solid waste collected in one dumpster, during
cardboard recycling. The compactor is used by occupants of just 24 hours, 34% (302 lbs) could have been recycled.
Downing University Center including WKU Dining Services, and the University Bookstore; also WKU Recycling
puts all of the cardboard they collect on campus in the compactor. In spring 2008, 20.73 tons of cardboard were recycled.



In May 2008, during finals week WKU Recycling partnered
with HRL, the HRL Student Sustainability Committee, and
GreenToppers on a move-out drive to collect unwanted, gently used items. Hundreds of items, including clothes, refrigerators, lamps, bulletin boards and other accessories
were diverted from dumpsters. All clothes will be donated. Other items will be sold at a rummage sale on South
Lawn during move-in week this fall. Proceeds will be used
by the HRL Student Sustainability Committee to fund other
sustainability projects.

GreenTopper President Sara Ferguson and volunteers from Campus
Crusaders for Christ breaking down cardboard for the move-in cardboard recycling drive.

Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008
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Transportation

The main campus has
6,679 parking spaces
to serve approximately
20,000 students, faculty
and staff.
A 2-week survey of
vehicles pulling into parking structure #2 between
7:30 and 9:00 am, revealed
that 96% of commuters
were single occupancy .

WKU‟s main campus has 6,679 parking spaces in parking lots that cover about 17%
of the land surface and two multi-level parking structures. Nine shuttles, six of which are in
service daily, are available during the fall and spring semesters to transport students around
campus and from the Campbell Lane lot at South Campus, where there is ample parking, to the
main campus. Ridership increased 40% from spring 2006 to spring 2007 and Parking and
Transportation Director Jennifer Tougas attributes this increase to consistency of service. Incentives may be helping too. At the beginning of the fall 2007 semester, passengers won prizes
for riding.
WKU Parking and Transportation is working hard to alleviate transportation congestion and ease parking space constraints by offering efficient expanded shuttle routes and shopping shuttles. The demands of a substantial increase in bikes were met by installing more than
100 bike racks last year.
To help decrease the University‟s carbon footprint and improve air quality, WKU
shuttles began using 5% biodiesel, and plan to increase the blend to 10% in 2008.
For Fall 2008 WKU Parking & Transportation is launching a “car free, care free”
campaign which will include a web-based ride-sharing program, and partnerships to expand
bike services such as bike repair and maintenance, bike socials and bike safety training and
basic mechanics. Information on all of these services can be found on the “car free” page of
the WKU Parking &Transportation website: www.wku.edu/transportation.

Western Kentucky University Bike Lending Program – Big Red’s Bikes
Big Red’s Bikes is a bicycle lending program created by GreenToppers Students for Campus Sustainability.
WKU is an expansive campus, with lovely gardens and green space, so
walking to class can be quite a hike. GreenToppers recognized that students, and the
planet, could benefit from the availability of bicycles to be signed out for hourly or
daily use. With a commitment to reduce, reuse, and recycle, GreenToppers worked
with the WKU Department of Parking and Transportation to “adopt” the abandoned
bikes collected around campus. GreenToppers use donations of cash and labor to
refurbish bikes and paint them bright red. Initially, storing and loaning the bikes was
difficult, but the WKU International Center welcomed them, recognizing a great opportunity for international students who are not able to bring cars or bicycles to
WKU. Any campus community member or visitor can go to the International Center
and borrow a bike.
As the fleet of bikes grows, GreenToppers hope to add additional check-out
and storage locations, so that bikes can be picked up and dropped off all over campus. The Big Red‟s Bike program is a sustainable success story: giving old bikes a
new life, promoting good health, and greening the WKU campus!

Western Kentucky University| Sustainability Report 2007/2008
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The Biodiesel Project
WKU Mechanical Engineering and Math Senior Ryan Simpson‟s experience in making biodiesel began several years ago
when his father began using vegetable oil in his car and farm equipment. The Simpsons built a biodiesel processor that uses waste vegetable oil from local restaurants in their hometown of Glasgow, Kentucky. When Jack Rudolph, chair of the agriculture department, approached mechanical engineering faculty member Kevin Schmaltz, with the idea of making biodiesel from used vegetable oil produced
in campus restaurants to run the WKU Agricultural Farm equipment, Simpson was placed on this ME senior project. The team designed
a process, researched equipment suppliers and developed a budget. Ogden College is funding the project, although Simpson and
Schmaltz think of it more as a loan. The biodiesel created from the processing system built by Simpson and his teammates is expected to
supply the Agriculture Department‟s average 6,500-gallon-per-year fuel needs, which Simpson estimates will save the department $1.50
to $2.00 per gallon. If the agriculture vehicles use a B20 blend of biodiesel, they can reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 15%.
The biodiesel facility is being built beside the Taylor Center at the Agricultural Farm, and is expected to be able to transform 500 gallons of used oil into
biodiesel in a few days. The team has worked with WKU Restaurant & Catering
services to get oil produced on campus supplied free of charge and is considering
other possibilities for the future, such as growing the oil right on the WKU Farm.
Also, because the processing system is scalable, designed for possible expansion
to increase production capabilities to 1,000 gallons per batch, it is the team‟s hope
that the entire campus shuttle fleet could eventually be provided with biodiesel.

Fig. 2:
Main Processing
Vessel
This is where the
cleaned oil is
combined with a
catalyst and
methanol, then
heated and
circulated.

Fig 1: Used Cooking Oil
The biodiesel project is a true collaboration of economics, technology, and sustainability. It blends cooperation among students
and instructors from Departments of Engineering and Agriculture, with practical experience in dealing with real-world problems. Schmaltz hopes that the biodiesel system becomes an example for other universities where all the necessary components
to make such a project possible are already in place.

Fig. 3: Final Biodiesel Processing
This is where the excess ingredients are washed away and where
the created biodiesel is stored.
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Dining Services
WKU Restaurant and Catering Services
WKU Restaurant & Catering Group includes Fresh Food Company, Garret Food Court, Bate Shop Freshens, Java City, and
other campus dining opportunities. Menus now include vegetarian and vegan selections as well as some organic choices. In 2008 increased awareness about resource use and recycling was promoted by such programs as “Trayless Tuesdays” and Recyclemania. The
Fresh Food Company in the Downing University Center has placed signs throughout the restaurant with messages encouraging diners to
act sustainably, such as, “Remember the Earth. Forget the Tray.” Signs stating “today we weigh the waste” help by telling students,
faculty, and staff what they can do to save water, energy, and money. In Fall 2008, Fresh Foods Company will implement tray-less dining, reducing food waste and water and energy use.
Java City offers fair-trade and organic coffee selections, as well as a discount for customers bringing reusable mugs. Beginning
in Fall 2008, all coffee grounds will be composted for use by the WKU Gardening Crew in campus gardens.
Retail stores such as the Bate Shop, Freshens, and Garret Food Court also offer organic choices in pre-packaged foods and ecofriendly cleaning supplies.
In Spring 2008, WKU Restaurant &
Catering Group helped WKU’s ONE group
become #1 in the nation in a campaign to raise
awareness about global poverty and disease by
providing posters and flyers in dining locations
and providing free food and drinks at the ONE
rally.

According to Worldwatch Institute, food transportation is the biggest, fastest-growing source of greenhouse
gas emissions worldwide, with the average food item
traveling around 1,400 miles from farm to fork.

At the Second Annual Earth Day
Festival, Java City offered free samples of
Fair Trade coffee and passed out over 300 solar blended smoothie samples!
In Spring 2008, WKU Restaurant & Catering
donated a new bike for use in the GreenToppers Big Red’s Bike program.

During Earth Week 2008, Fresh Food
Company went trayless reducing food
waste by 50 lbs per day!
The program was so successful that in
Fall 2008 Fresh Food Company will go
completely trayless!
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Ecological Literacy
In October of 2007, with approval of the WKU Human Subjects Review Board, graduate student Christian Ryan-Downing sent
an informal email survey to all WKU faculty and staff inquiring about the use of sustainability as a concept in WKU courses. Fourteen
individuals from seven WKU Departments responded. Courses include field trips or are conducted outdoors; required readings focus on
ecological, environmental, and sustainable issues and concepts; and student projects require study of an environmental issue or topic.
The courses listed in this table represent responses to a survey sent to WKU faculty and staff requesting information on courses that include sustainability as a concept or theme. This list is not comprehensive, because all instructors did not respond.
Source: Christian Ryan-Downing, Sustainability in the curriculum survey, 2007.
College or Department
and submitting Instructors
Architecture & Manufacturing Sciences

Course

Comments

AMS 460 – Architectural Design Studio II

Each project in these courses
must address the issues of sustainability and green design as
a standard component of methodology.

Neal Downing

AMS 261- Construction – Methods and Materials

Sustainability is included as a
concept.

Department of Biology

Biology 113 – General Biology for non-majors

Neal Downing,
American Institute of
Architects

Michael Stokes, Ph.D.
Michael Smith, Ph.D.
Philip Lienesch, Ph.D.
Steve Huskey, Ph.D.
Albert Meier, Ph.D.

AMS 360 – Architectural Design Studio I

Biology 122 – Biological Concepts: Evolution, Diversity
& Ecology

The topics of pollution, population, and recycling were cited
as sustainability concepts that
are discussed in these courses.

Biology 224 – Honors Animal Biology and Diversity
Biology 315 – Ecology
Biology 369 – Mammoth Cave Internship
Biology 415 – Ecological Methods
Biology 459 – Mammalogy
Biology 485 – Conservation and Management of African
Wildlife
Biology 497 – Aquatic Ecology
Biology 515 – Ecological Concepts
Conservation Biology Seminar

Ouida Meier, Ph.D.

Conservation Ethics – Honors Colloquium

These are “one-time” courses
that include sustainability as a
theme throughout.

Marine Biology, Geology and Biology of the Bahamas
Splendor of Coral Reefs – Field Research Methods in
Belize
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Table of Sustainability Themed Courses Continued...
Department of English
Wes Berry, Ph.D.

English 200-17 Introduction to Literature - Special Section on Health and the Environment for
Dept. of Health and Human Services Living and
Learning Community

These courses include sustainability as an emphasized
concept or theme.

ENG 399 – Literature, Culture, & Environment
/ SOC 470 – Environmental Sociology
(offered for English or Sociology credit)
English 495 - Southern Literature

Center for Math, Science, and Environmental Education
College of Education &
Behavioral Science
Terry Wilson, Ph.D.
College of Education &
Behavioral Science
Department of Curriculum Instruction
Terry Wilson, Ph.D.
Department of Geology
and Geography

ENVE 520 – Introduction to Environmental Education
ENVE 580 – Instructional Strategies in Environmental
Education – Land Between the Lakes Institute
ENVE 585 – Special Topics in Environmental Education

These courses focus on environmental literacy, the concepts of
systems, and interconnectedness of the natural
environment. Sustainability is
included as a theme.

SEC 351 – Teaching Strategies for the Secondary School

This course introduces sustainability as a theme for integrating
curriculum.

GEOG 210 - Human Ecology

These courses are reported as
entirely devoted to sustainability
concepts.

GEOG 280 – Introduction to Environmental Science
GEOG 328 - Elements of Biogeography

John All, J.D., Ph.D.

GEOG 416 - Remote Sensing

Daniel Reader, M.S.

GEOG 444 - Environmental Ethics in Geography
GEOG 455 - Global Environmental Change
GEOG 471 – Natural Resource Management

*Geography and Geology instructors also report having 5-10
students working on independent studies involving sustainability and several graduate students working on thesis‟ that
address the concept.

GEOG 474 - Environmental Planning
GEOG 475 – Principles of Global Sustainability
GEOG 487 - Environmental Law and Ethics
GEOG 110 - World Regional Geography
GEOG 100 – Introduction to Physical Geography

Philosophy & Religion

PHIL 320 – Ethics

Jan Garrett, Ph.D.

PHIL 350 – Ethical Theory

Jan Garrett, Ph.D.

PHIL 321 – Morality and Business

Leadership Studies
Program

LEAD 200 – Introduction to Leadership Studies

John Baker, Ph.D.

LEAD 500 – Effective Leadership Studies

These courses include sustainability as a core but less central
to lectures.
These courses include discussions of environmental ethics or
provide opportunity for discussions of sustainability issues.
These courses include moral
dimensions of issues including
environmental impact.
These courses include discussion of stewardship of resources
as a leader function.

Leadership Studies Certificate Program
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Ecological Literacy Continued...

Neal Downing

Neal Downing, Registered Architect, and Associate Professor in Architecture and Manufacturing Sciences, is a member of the American Institute of Architects, and has formally committed to incorporating sustainability into his courses through the Architecture 2030 "2010 Imperative." Architecture 2030 is a nonprofit, nonpartisan independent organization with the mission to
transform the U.S. and Global Building Sector from being part of the problem to being part of the
solution. Their goal is “to achieve a dramatic reduction in the global-warming-causing greenhouse
gas emissions of the Building Sector by changing the way buildings and developments are
planned, designed and constructed.” The “2010 Imperative” states that ecological literacy must
become a “central tenet of design education” and calls upon the faculty to commit to principles
such as using design problems that engage the environment and reduce needs for fossil fuels,
achieve complete environmental literacy in design education, and by 2010 achieve a carbonneutral design campus.

Terry Wilson, Director of the Center for Math, Science, and Environmental Education, in
cooperation with faculty from the WKU Colleges of Ogden, Health and Human Services, and Education, has developed Environmental Education courses for educators. The courses meet standards developed by the North American Association for Environmental Education. They are designed to provide teachers with an opportunity to earn an Environmental Education Endorsement which can be
added to their teaching certificates, but students from varying disciplines enroll. The introduction
course, ENVE520 Introduction to Environmental Education, is attended by formal and non-formal
educators including biology and recreation students. Instructional Strategies in Environmental Education, ENVE 580, is a 3-hour credit course conducted as an intensive week-long stay at Land Between
the Lakes. In all of the Environmental Education courses, sustainability is incorporated as a theme
that can be built into curriculum units and used as a tool for encouraging student engagement through
activities such as service learning projects.
Dr. Terry Wilson

Dr. Wes Berry

Wes Berry, Assistant Professor of English, incorporates sustainability
into his courses with writing assignments, field trips, and in his
required reading. His cross-listed Literature, Culture & Environment
class (English 399 and Sociology 470) takes field trips to Mammoth Cave
and to a “green” farm near Scottsville, Kentucky. The required reading
for his courses includes such works as Lester R. Brown‟s Plan B 2.0:
Rescuing a Planet Under Stress & a Civilization in Trouble, Kentuckians
for the Commonwealth‟s Missing Mountains, Wendell Berry‟s In the
Presence of Fear: Three Essays for a Changed World, Michael Pollan‟s The
Omnivore‟s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals, Ruth Ozeki‟s My
Year of Meats, Bill McKibben‟s Enough: Staying Human in an Engineered
Age, and Ken Lamberton‟s Wilderness and Razor Wire: A Naturalist‟s
Observations from Prison.

The Department of Geography and Geology is offering an Environment and Sustainable Development track, effective
spring of 2008. The track includes a new course,―Principles of Global Sustainability‖ devoted entirely to the subject of sustainability. The course has been submitted for approval as a permanent addition to the Environment and Sustainability track in the Geography major and, if approved, will be listed as GEOG 380 and offered annually.
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Ecological Literacy Continued...

“The Great Conversation”: Global Warming
In Fall 2007, the WKU Political Engagement Project, directed by Dr. Saundra Ardrey,
launched its 2007-2008 theme, “The Great Conversation.” Global Warming was one of four issues
framing the conversation. To initiate the Conversation on Global Warming, WKU‟s Political Engagement Project joined with GreenToppers, Campus Activities Board, African American Studies,
Department of Political Science, and the Cultural Enhancement Series to offer a series of events
designed to increase awareness about global climate change, such as a screening of An Inconvenient Truth on the South Lawn, a premiere screening of CNN‟s Anderson Cooper documentary,
Planet in Peril at the Red Zone, and a visit from one of the Planet in Peril creators, Animal Planet‟s
Jeff Corwin. Corwin spoke to a standing room only crowd in Van Meter Auditorium on modernday extinction and habitat exploitation of the 21 st century. The Conversation culminated in participation in a national teach-in, Focus the Nation.
Focus the Nation
On January 31st, 2008 Western Kentucky University joined more than 1,900 other colleges, universities, high schools, middle schools, and other organizations to participate in the Focus the Nation national Teach-In, “Global Warming Solutions for America.” The Teach-In was
organized by the Political Engagement Project team, GreenToppers, Student Government Association, and dozens of faculty. It included more than thirty performances, seminars and demonstrations presented by participants from many different disciplines. Thirty-six faculty led discussions
in their classrooms. Activities, attended by more than 930 students, community members, and area
middle school students, included tours of the WKU Central Steam Plant, a community “Green
Fair” featuring local organizations and businesses, and a live presentation of Al Gore‟s global climate change program.

ENVIRONOTES
Environotes are stationary and
school supplies from Roaring
Springs Paper Products made
from 100% recycled paper of
which a minimum of 30% is postconsumer materials. The WKU
Bookstore now carries these
products in addition to clothing
made from organically grown
cotton.

Centers and Institutes
Several centers and institutes housed at Western Kentucky University are involved in finding solutions to environmental problems, both
locally and globally. The following are just a few:
►WKU Center for Math, Science, and Environmental Education
►The Hoffman Environmental Research Institute and Center for Cave and Karst Studies
►Center for Biodiversity Studies
►Center for Water Resource Studies
►Ogden Environmental Water Quality Laboratory - Water Analysis Training Education and Research Services (WATERS)
►The Applied Physics Institute
►Institute for Combustion Science and Environmental Technology
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE)
AASHE‟s mission is “to promote sustainability in all sectors of higher education – from governance and operations to curriculum and outreach – through education, communication,
research and professional development.” AASHE is an association of member colleges and
universities in the United States and Canada that are working to create a sustainable future.
AASHE provides resources for all sectors of campus and community including a comprehensive library of information on campus sustainability, professional development, and other
tools to help higher education take a leadership role in preparing students and the greater campus community to achieve a more sustainable society, and to become a model of sustainability. This year, Western Kentucky University joined AASHE. An institutional
membership provides benefits to the entire campus community. It allows any WKU student, faculty or staff access to sustainability
resources, connections to other institutions working toward sustainability, a forum for discussion and publicizing campus sustainability efforts to the greater network of AASHE members and beyond.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Emissions Inventory
Awareness of greenhouse gases as drivers of global climate change makes a Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Inventory a
pertinent measure of a university‟s contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, to be used in setting goals for reductions in carbon emissions and identifying specific ways to work toward climate neutrality. Campus efforts toward reaching these goals can include promoting LEED designs for new buildings, use of alternative energy sources such as wind and solar, awareness programs promoting behavior
changes such as turning off lights and computers, using energy efficient settings on electronics, and adopting policy changes ranging
from Energy Star purchasing requirements to incorporating climate neutrality goals into master planning.
The definition and scope of a GHG inventory are often difficult to identify. For example, in the 2005-2006 academic year,
WKU, an academic institution of 18,645 graduate and undergraduate students, served 1.5 million meals on its main campus, generated
more than 2,200 tons of solid waste, commuted many miles, and used 66,050,883 kWh of electricity. Sources of greenhouse gas emissions are extensive. WKU‟s energy is provided by nonrenewable fossil fuels; coal and natural gas. Measuring emissions resulting from
transportation such as campus deliveries, faculty and student commutes, and airplane travel is extremely difficult because methods for
obtaining these data are often imprecise, requiring assumptions. However, transportation is a substantial source of greenhouse gas emissions and an inventory is currently being conducted. A more comprehensive emissions inventory would also include the WKU Farm,
Glasgow campus, South campus and other satellite sites. Here, the focus is limited to GHG emissions related to main campus operations
for which data and methods are quantifiable and repeatable.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions, by source:

Stationary combustion of
coal
Stationary combustion of
natural gas
Purchased electricity
from SERC TVA
Total CO2 emissions for
energy use
Total carbon dioxide
equivalents (eCO2)

By CA-CP protocol, metric tons CO2

9,482

By WBCSD/
WRI protocol,
metric tons
CO2
12,374

By one-time ICSET stack
test, coal only, metric tons
CO2

3,514

3,635

N/A

44,681

41,130

N/A

57,677

57,139

N/A

4,555

coal and natural gas:
13,075
electricity: 45,001
total: 58,076

For basis of comparison, two protocols were used to determine energy-related GHG emissions: The Clean Air - Cool Planet
(CA-CP) program and the program developed by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)/World Resource
Institute (WRI). Results of a one-time stack test for coal emissions performed by the Institute for Combustion Science and Environmental Technology (ICSET) are also included.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Continued...
Results of the WBCSD/WRI protocol reveal that the greatest source of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions on WKU‟s
main campus is from purchased electricity. GHG emissions can be expressed from several different perspectives: tons per building, tons
per square foot, or tons per person for a given time. Viewing energy use from a per-capita perspective permits a greater understanding of
the ecological impacts of energy use on a personal level. For the 2005-2006 academic year, the WKU Fact Book states that the total full
time equivalent 2005 fall enrollment was 15,460 students (full-time equivalency is calculated using the one-third method: full-timers
plus one-third of part-timers.) Using results of eCO2 emissions from the Clean Air Cool Planet (CA-CP) protocol, GHG emissions were
3.75 metric tons per student in 2005-2006. This measurement does not include personal energy use off-campus, personal transportation,
or other personal sources of GHG emissions, so it is strictly a measurement of GHG emissions for each student on the WKU campus.
However, university faculty and staff have a great deal of influence on consumption as well as conservation efforts. The fall 2005 campus population including full time faculty and staff (1,940) and full time equivalent students (15,460) is 17,400 Campus Community
Members (CCM). Based on results of eCO2 emissions from the CA-CP protocol, GHG emissions were 3.34 metric tons per CCM.

Natural Gas

Sky view of Western Kentucky University’s main campus.
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Housing & Residence Life
Director of Housing and Residence Life (HRL) Brian Kuster is working to bring sustainability into WKU‟s fifteen residence
halls. HRL has supported and initiated a number of sustainability projects and has hired student Sara Ferguson to promote and coordinate sustainability efforts in HRL.
In a Spring 2006 partnership with the Drive to a Million aluminum recycling program, collection bins for aluminum were placed in all
the residence halls. Proceeds from the sale of aluminum are re-invested in the recycling program. In Spring 2008, recycling was expanded to include collection of #1 and #2 plastics. Within the first weekend, halls were reporting that their plastic recycling bins were
overflowing.
In Fall 2007, HRL partnered with GreenToppers and the WKU Center for Environmental Education to provide sustainability-themed
welcome packets comprised of canvas shopping bags filled with useful resources for sustainable living for residents of Bemis Lawrence
and Barnes Campbell Halls. The welcome packets were a complement to the GreenToppers-sponsored Reduce Your Use! resource conservation competition which was held in those two halls later in October. In 2008, the Reduce Your Use! competition will be expanded
to include all residence halls.
In early 2008, HRL hired student and GreenToppers President Sara Ferguson to promote and coordinate sustainability efforts. Ms. Ferguson created the Student Sustainability Committee, composed of students representing each residence hall. The Committee meets
monthly to work on awareness programs such as the end of semester “Lighten Your Load!” move-out goods collection. In Spring 2008,
the HRL Student Sustainability Committee, GreenToppers, and WKU Recycling and Gardening Crews partnered to help divert useable
items such as clothes, lamps, books from dumpsters. Over $14,000 worth of clothes were collected and donated to a local rescue center.
Gently used goods were also collected and will be sold to incoming students during M.A.S.T.E.R Plan weekend at a yard sale on South
Lawn. The proceeds will be used to fund other sustainability projects.
Ms. Ferguson and the Student Sustainability Committee have great plans for increasing sustainability in residence halls in the upcoming
school year, including energy and resource conservation awareness projects during MASTER Plan, bike socials, and other green initiatives.

Trailer used to store items collected during the move-out drive.
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Resources
Listed in order as they appear in this report.














Greentoppers Students for Campus Sustainability, www.wku.edu/green
Department of Facilities Management (DFM), www.wku.edu/Dept/Support/FacMgt
Energy Management, www.wku.edu/Dept/Support/FacMgt/Energyhome.htm
Recycling, www.wku.edu/recycling
Upper Green River Biological Preserve, www.greanriver.wku.edu
Parking and Transportation, www.wku.edu/transportation
Center for Math, Science, and Environmental Education, www.wku.edu/CMSEE
Karst Studies Group - The Hoffman Environmental Research Institute and Center for Cave and Karst Studies, www.karst.wku.edu
or www.hoffman.wku.edu
Center for Biodiversity Studies, www.biodiversity.wku.edu
Ogden Environmental Water Quality Laboratory - Water Analysis Training Education and Research Services (WATERS),
www.waters.wku.edu
Applied Physics Institute, www.wku.edu/API
Institute for Combustion Science and Environmental Technology (ICSET), www.wku.edu/ICSET/
Housing and Residence Life (HRL), www.wku.edu/housing









U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), www.usgbc.org
Kentucky Energy Efficiency Program for Schools (KEEPS), www.louisville.edu/kppc/keeps
National Energy Education Development Project (NEED), www.need.org/
GreenSeal, www.greenseal.org
Clean Air-Cool Planet, www.cleanair-coolplanet.org
Focus the Nation, www.focusthenation.org
Architecture 2030, www.architecture2030.org




North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE), www.naaee.org
Kentucky Association for Environmental Education (KAEE), www.kentuckyassociationforenvironmentaleducation.org/









The Talloires Declaration – University Leaders for A Sustainable Future, www.ulsf.org/programs_talloires.html
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE), www.aashe.org
Campus Consortium for Environmental Excellence, www.c2e2.org
EPA Sector Programs – Colleges and Universities, www.epa.gov/sectors/colleges/
National Wildlife Federation Campus Ecology Program, www.nwf.org/campusecology/
Second Nature, www.secondnature.org
United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development, www.uspartnership.org
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We, the presidents, rectors, and vice chancellors of universities from all regions of the world are deeply concerned about the
unprecedented scale and speed of environmental pollution and degradation, and the depletion of natural resources.
Local, regional, and global air and water pollution; accumulation and distribution of toxic wastes; destruction and depletion
of forests, soil, and water; depletion of the ozone layer and emission of “greenhouse” gases threaten the survival of humans and thousands of other living species, the integrity of the earth and its biodiversity, the security of nations, and the heritage of future generations. These environmental changes are caused by inequitable and unsustainable production and consumption patterns that aggravate poverty in many regions of the world.
We believe that urgent actions are needed to address these fundamental problems and reverse the trends. Stabilization of
human population, adoption of environmentally sound industrial and agricultural technologies, reforestation, and ecological restoration are crucial elements in creating an equitable and sustainable future for all humankind in harmony with nature.
Universities have a major role in the education, research, policy formation, and information exchange necessary to make
these goals possible. Thus, university leaders must initiate and support mobilization of internal and external resources so that their
institutions respond to this urgent challenge.
We, therefore, agree to take the following actions:
1) Increase Awareness of Environmentally Sustainable Development
Use every opportunity to raise public, government, industry, foundation, and university awareness by openly addressing the urgent
need to move toward an environmentally sustainable future.
2) Create an Institutional Culture of Sustainability
Encourage all universities to engage in education, research, policy formation, and information exchange on population, environment, and development to move toward global sustainability.
3) Educate for Environmentally Responsible Citizenship
Establish programs to produce expertise in environmental management, sustainable economic development, population, and related
fields to ensure that all university graduates are environmentally literate and have the awareness and understanding to be ecologically
responsible citizens.
4) Foster Environmental Literacy For All
Create programs to develop the capability of university faculty to teach environmental literacy to all undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students.
5) Practice Institutional Ecology
Set an example of environmental responsibility by establishing institutional ecology policies and practices of resource conservation,
recycling, waste reduction, and environmentally sound operations.
6) Involve All Stakeholders
Encourage involvement of government, foundations, and industry in supporting interdisciplinary research, education, policy formation, and information exchange in environmentally sustainable development. Expand work with community and nongovernmental
organizations to assist in finding solutions to environmental problems.
7) Collaborate for Interdisciplinary Approaches
Convene university faculty and administrators with environmental practitioners to develop interdisciplinary approaches to curricula, research initiatives, operations, and outreach activities that support an environmentally sustainable future.
8) Enhance Capacity of Primary and Secondary Schools
Establish partnerships with primary and secondary schools to help develop the capacity for interdisciplinary teaching about population, environment, and sustainable development.
9) Broaden Service and Outreach Nationally and Internationally
Work with national and international organizations to promote a worldwide university effort toward a sustainable future.
10) Maintain the Movement
Establish a Secretariat and a steering committee to continue this momentum, and to inform and support each other’s efforts in carrying out this declaration.
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The Talloires Declaration Continued
Creators and Original Signatories
Jean Mayer, President
Tufts University, U.S.A.
(Conference Convener)
Pablo Arce, Vice Chancellor
Universidad Autonoma de Centro America, Costa Rica
L. Ayo Banjo, Vice Chancellor
University of Ibadan, Nigeria
Boonrod Binson, Chancellor
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Robert W. Charlton, Vice Chancellor & Principal
University of Witwatersrand, Union of South Africa
Constantine W. Curris, President
University of Northern Iowa, U.S.A.
Michele Gendreau-Massaloux, Rector
l’Academie de Paris, France
Mario Ojeda Gomez, President
Colegio de Mexico, Mexico
Adamu Nayaya Mohammed, Vice Chancellor
Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria
Augusto Frederico Muller, President
Fundacao Universidade Federal de Mato Grosso, Brazil
Calvin H. Plimpton, President Emeritus
American University of Beirut, Lebanon
Wesley Posvar, President
University of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
T. Navaneeth Rao, Vice Chancellor
Osmania University, India
Moonis Raza, Vice Chancellor Emeritus
University of New Delhi, India
Pavel D. Sarkisov, Rector
D. I. Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology U.S.S.R.
Stuart Saunders, Vice Chancellor & Principal
University of Cape Town, Union of South Africa
Akilagpa Sawyerr, Vice Chancellor
University of Ghana, Ghana
Carlos Vogt, President
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil
David Ward, Vice Chancellor
University of Wisconsin-Madison, U.S.A.
Xide Xie, President Emeritus
Fudan University, People’s Republic of China
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Special Thanks
If any sustainability initiatives or practices were missed in this report, we would love to know about them.
Please email sustainability@wku.edu with questions or comments.
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